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ACCESS TO CULTURAL 
HERITAGE (CH) DATA  
▪ Cultural Heritage data: 

▪ Digitized resources (scanned artifacts)  
▪ Attached metadata 
▪ Annotations 
▪ Further enrichments 

 

▪ Access to high quality Cultural Heritage data and metadata: condition 
for reliable computational research 

 

▪ Issue: lack of institutional connection between local GLAM Institutions 
(e.g. Galleries, Libraries, Archives and Museums), infrastructures and 
research 
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
MARIETo begin this presentation, it is necessary to ask ourselves what is Cultural Heritage Data. CH data encompass:digitized resources the attached metadata, annotationsand further enrichments.Access to high quality CH data and metadata is, in that sense, the condition for reliable, performant and verifiable research in many arts and humanities fields. And as a consequence, access to CH data is a key issue in the future development of Digital Humanities.One of the core challenges of giving access to high quality CH data is often the lack of institutional connection between local GLAM Institutions, infrastructures and research.



INVOLVED ACTORS 
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Researchers 
Cultural Heritage 
Institutions (CHIs) 

Data Centers 
(at large) 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
MARIEFor researchers, it takes a lot of time and energy to find out about rights and reuse possibilities when working with CH data. - There is often no clear contact person�- And rights can vary from one collection to another within the same institution2) Regarding information on reuse, small and large Cultural Heritage institutions (CHIs) can proceed differently:- On the one hand, small CHIs, due to their lack of resources, tend more to work on a case-by-case basis, which in the end is probably not as energy-saving as it seems. �- Larger CHIs, on the other hand, publish that information online. But oftentimes, it is still complicated for them to communicate with researchers. They would like to learn more about the research that is being done with their material, to increase visibility of both scholarly work and CHI collections.3) Data centers at large include :- Universities- Data hosting bodies (where researchers or small CHIs archive their data)- Cultural heritage laboratories (that conduct experiments and store the results).They are essential partners in the communication between researchers and CHIs both at data and collection level. All actors within this ecosystem need better means of communicating with each other.



REAL LIFE SITUATIONS 
(BASED ON TRUE STORIES) 
 

 
 

A historian browses an archive catalog and finds interesting digitized 
documents he/she would like to reuse (create a digital edition). 
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
CHARLESLet's take two examples of real life situations where a researcher needs to interact with an institution in order to reuse Cultural Heritage data.First, imagine that an historian browses an archive catalog and finds interesting digitized documents he/she would like to reuse ( for instance, in order to create a digital edition).



 
 

● Find the information about reuse and  the relevant contact point  
● Make a first request... 
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
CHARLESThe researcher in on the webpage displaying the documents he needs, and a lot of questions arise:1- Where is the information on reuse? After a few minutes of search, he/she finds the tiny link in the page footer, 2- Under this link, There are in fact several pages giving information about reuse. Which one is the appropriate? A few clicks are needed to find the information.3- The request process is still analogic : You have to print a form, fill it and send it by post (with the copy of an ID document) to the relevant service



Two months later... 
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From: reuse@archives.org 
To: researcher@univ.ed 
 
Subject: Your request... 
 
Dear Sir/Madam, 
 
Please specify your 
request blablabla 
 
Best regards 
 
Archive 

REPLY 
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
CHARLES4- Two months later, someone from the service sends an email to ask some extra information. The researcher replies by email

mailto:reuse@archives.org
about:blank


Four months later... 
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REUSE CONTRACT 
 
between: Archives 
and: Researcher 
 

1) blablabla 
2) blablabla 
3) blablabla 

 
Signatures 
 
 

Sign the contract and send it back … Now it's possible to reuse the data !!! 
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
CHARLES5- Four months later, the service send a contract by post. The researcher signs and sends back the contract.6- He can now reuse the data, under the conditions stated in the contract (in our case, no commercial use, for a limited time, and no possibility to transfer the data to anyone else).Total:The process took 6 months, Two stamps, five printed documents (the form, the ID, the contract in duplicate and an accompanying letter), two mails, a lot of clicks, and some tears.



LOST IN TRANSACTION... 
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
MARIEThese two use cases clearly show researchers face similar and recurring problems when they explore and exploit datasets from CHIs : they don’t easily know how they can quote, duplicate, republish and disseminate these datasets in their scholarly work.There is a strong need for a comprehensive framework dedicated to fluidify transactions between actors working with Cultural Heritage Data.



DESIGNING A SOLUTION:  
 

THE CULTURAL HERITAGE 
DATA REUSE CHARTER 

Digital Humanities 2017, McGill University, Montréal, 2017/08/09 11 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
MARIETo meet this need, we’re currently designing such a framework : the Cultural Heritage Data Reuse Charter



FACILITATING INTERACTIONS BETWEEN 
THE INVOLVED ACTORS  
▪ Several supra-national infrastructures and projects involved in the 

CH domain (members of the Steering Committee): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

▪ Developing a common online environment : the Cultural Data 
Reuse Charter 
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
MARIEThe initiative addresses this issue by bringing together European infrastructures (APEF, CLARIN ERIC, DARIAH-EU, Europeana, E-RIHS) and European research projects (Iperion-CH and PARTHENOS), involved in the cultural heritage domain.These research infrastructures are currently developing a common online environment, or Cultural Heritage Data Reuse Charter, that will enable all the relevant actors to connect and improve together access to Cultural Heritage data. 



WHAT IS A CHARTER? 
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Definition : “A charter is the grant of authority or 
rights, stating that the granter formally 
recognizes the prerogative of the recipient to 
exercise the rights specified.”(Wikipedia) 
 
Etymology : c. 1200, from Old French chartre 
(12c.) "charter, letter, document, covenant," 
from Latin chartula/cartula, literally "little 
paper," diminutive of charta/carta "paper, 
document" (The Online Etymology Dictionary) 
 

Charte de coutumes et privilèges accordée 
aux bourgeois de Calais par Gérard, 
comte de Boulogne et de Gueldres (before 
1180), AD Pas de Calais 
 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
MARIEJust a little reminder that the word “charter” comes from Old French “charte” or “charter, letter, document, covenant”. One of the definitions selected by the Office Québecois de la langue française states that a charter is “A written evidence, instrument or contract executed between man and man”. (http://gdt.oqlf.gouv.qc.ca/ficheOqlf.aspx?Id_Fiche=17496988). However, the Culturalheritage Data Reuse Charter is not a legally binding framework, but a moral contract between actors. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charter
http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?term=charter&allowed_in_frame=0
http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?term=charter&allowed_in_frame=0
http://www.archivespasdecalais.fr/Activites-culturelles/Un-document-a-l-honneur/Beffroi-et-charte-de-franchises-symboles-de-l-independance-des-cites


▪ Survey launched towards researchers to learn more about their : 

▪ Behaviours/Practices 

▪ Goals 

▪ Good and bad experiences 

 

▪ Workshops with CHIs and data centers 

▪ Technical constraints (data formats, storage, ...) 

▪ Differences between countries’ legal systems 

▪ Keeping in mind the variety of institutions (size, collections types, ...) 

 

 

 

PUTTING THE USER AT THE 
CENTER 
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
DORIANTo design the main features mentioned, we need to figure out what our users really need, according to their position in the research environment.Researchers, CHIs and data centers share the main goals but also have different constraints and requirements.So we manage to gather data upon our potential users by launching an online survey towards researchers and organizing workshops with CHIs and data centers. The survey let us learn more about researchers….The workshops helped us ...



MISSION STATEMENT 
The Steering Committee is currently working with six core principles: 
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
MARIEThis moral contract relies on the Mission Statement, which is based on six core principles, currently under review by the Steering Committee:Reciprocity implies that “Both Cultural Heritage Institutions and Researchers agree to share content and knowledge equally with each other, making use of data centres and research infrastructures”Interoperability means that “Data will be made accessible in a form that facilitates reuse of the data for research”.Citability is defined as follows: “Cultural Heritage data and any resulting research need to be fully citable to increase their visibility and impact. Relevant data citation standards should be applied.”Openness requires that “Cultural heritage data should be shared under an open license whenever possible, taking into account existing copyright and any restrictions due to national legislation and privacy issues”.Stewardship entails that “Long-term preservation, persistence, accessibility and legibility of cultural heritage data should be a priority”.Trustworthiness states that “The provenance of Cultural Heritage data and any consequent research should be clear, up to date, openly available and therefore trustworthy.”



Example: RECIPROCITY 

Principle: Both Cultural Heritage Institutions and Researchers agree to 
share content and knowledge equally with each other, making use of 
data centres and research infrastructures. 
  
Commitment: A Cultural Heritage Institution grants Researchers and/or 
Research teams full access to both their digital and non-digital assets, for 
use in accordance with the rights statement attributed to them. 
Researchers and the institutions hosting their research data agree to  
offer to the originating CHI any output or enrichment of the source 
material. 
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
For each of the principles, the general principle is enunciated, followed by a commitment, namely the rights it grants for each of the actors in the ecosystem.Take for instance the principle of reciprocity: in this case, the commitment entails that:The institution grants researchers full access to their digital and non digital assets, under the appropriate reuse conditionsThe researchers offer to the institution any output or enrichment of the source material.



TOWARDS A SHARED WEB 
PLATFORM 
▪ Still in the design phase 
▪ Technical requirements should allow users to: 

▪ Abide by the Mission Statement 
▪ Retrieve information on licensing, citation, reuse of specific 

datasets or of full collections 
▪ Contact the person responsible for specific datasets more 

easily 
▪ Publish information on data sets manually as well as 

automatically 
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
DORIANWe go a little bit further than signing a parchment (the Mission statement). What we are thinking of is a shared web platform, still in the design phase, accessible by all the actors mentioned previously.These actors would be allowed to:blabla



ACCESSING A DATASET WITH THE 
CHARTER 

A dataset is identified 
by metadata 

Contact Access 
procedure 

Reuse conditions Citation model 
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
DORIANIn the framework of the charter:Datasets are identified with a simple set of reference metadata.A contact is mentioned.Access procedures, reuse conditions and citation model are clearly stated.



ACCESSING A DATASET WITH THE 
CHARTER 

A researcher finds 
a dataset 

Reference 
metadata: contact + 

reuse conditions 

She/he signs the 
charter 

She/he is 
authorized to reuse 

the dataset 
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No waste of time ! Immediate answers !!  

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
DORIANLet’s go back to our use cases: if the datasets are identified within the Charter, how can a researcher access and reuse them?In the framework of the Charter:first, the researcher finds a useful dataset:whether by browsing the platform, or by using the website of the concerned CHI.The dataset is identified with reference metadata : the researcher knows in which conditions she or he can access and reuse it and who to contact if any questions.The researcher is invited to sign the charter. By signing the charter, she or he agrees to abide by the dataset’s reuse conditions.The researcher is authorized to reuse the data and knows exactly what she or he can and cannot do with the dataset identified. As you can see, with the charter, the researcher doesn’t waste any time finding all the necessary information are given :a contact person,access procedures,reuse conditionscitation models.In this new framework, transactions between researchers, CHIs, and Data centers are transparent, easier and faster. Thus, transparency and identification are keywords in the charter’s philosophy, by offering clear reuse principles and by improving communication between actors



THE CHARTER IN A NUTSHELL 
▪ Offers a practical implementation of the best practices for the Cultural Heritage 

Research, integrating not only data, but also actors 

▪ Developed as a complement to other existing initiatives with similar goals (FAIR 
data, PARTHENOS guidelines, Europeana Data Model, rightsstatement): strong 
synergies 

▪ Benefits from the work done by IPERION-CH and E-RIHS in terms of building the 
community of Cultural Heritage Research 

▪ Integrated in a long-term vision of Open Science and Open Access-based high 
quality research on high quality data (DARIAH, CLARIN) 

▪ Potential to improve CHI and scholars work on CH data. 
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
MARIEIn short, the charter Offers a practical implementation of the best practices principles for the Cultural Heritage Research, integrating not only data, but also actors.Is developed as a complement to other existing initiatives with similar goals (like FAIR data, PARTHENOS guidelines, Europeana Data Model, rightsstatement)Benefits from the work done by IPERION-CH and E-RIHS in terms of building the community of Cultural Heritage ResearchIs integrated in a long-term vision of Open Science and Open Access-based research on high quality dataHas the potential to improve CHI and scholars work on CH data:by facilitating communication between actors, by improving the quality of CH data (discussion on standards, formats, best practices in order to converge and increase reuse potential)and by acknowledging the need for visibility of the work of all actors involved.



STILL A WORK IN PROGRESS 
 

We need your feedback! Please answer our survey 
on the Mission Statement: 

https://sondages.inria.fr/index.php/593568/lang-en 
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
MARIEBut to achieve these goals and to meet users’ requirements, we need your feedback! So please take time to answer our survey.

https://sondages.inria.fr/index.php/593568/lang-en
https://sondages.inria.fr/index.php/593568/lang-en
https://sondages.inria.fr/index.php/593568/lang-en
https://sondages.inria.fr/index.php/593568/lang-en


THANK YOU FOR 
YOUR ATTENTION! 

laurent.romary@inria.fr  
 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Thank you for your attention!Do you have any questions, in English ou en français?

mailto:laurent.romary@inria.fr
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